resolutions condemning President Harding for approving Henry Lincoln Johnson, as Register of Deeds, and incurring the opposition made by Senator Watson of Georgia to the appointment.

"To cite further examples from the teeming supply would be tedious and unnecessary. Mixed in with the items tending to reveal the Negro population of the country in an unfavorable light are similar attacks on the Jews and foreigners whom Imperial Chaplain Ridley also officially lumped in as he rambled.

"Woll, Union Chief, Warns Labor Against Vicious Ku Klux Klan."

"Irish Cheer Klux Expose." "Klux Admits and Takes Glory in Lashing, Tarring and Feathering Texas Suspects; Affixes Official Seal to Detailed Story."

News at a Glance

BRIGGS SAYS GARVEY LIES

New York, Sept. 12—Cyril V. Briggs, editor of The Crusader Magazine and executive head of the African Blood Brotherhood, a protective Negro organization having for its motto the legend "immediate protection and ultimate liberation of Negroes everywhere," issued the following statement yesterday in answer to Marcus Garvey's claim at Liberty Hall, New York, on the night of September 4, that Mr. Briggs and his associates were "operating under the auspices of the Communist Party":

"When Marcus Garvey attempts to meet with lies and cheap abuse the logical arguments and reasonable questions put to him by the African Blood Brotherhood out of a sincere desire on the part of that organization to clarify certain issues which are not the personal property of Marcus Garvey but are, despite his insipid presumption, the common property of all persons of Negro blood and Negro pride, he is merely running true to form. It is with mud-slinging that he has attempted to meet all arguments from others in the past. When he made the statement that Briggs and his associates who are operating under the auspices of the Communist Party want us to be iconoclasts' Marcus Garvey was lying—and knew he was lying—in more ways than one. Myself and associates are neither operating under the auspices of the Communists Party nor do we want Mr. Garvey or anybody else to be iconoclast 'to destroy everything we come into contact with: smash up governments and destroy capital.' We merely advocate the proposition that 'since it is under the capitalist-imperialist system that Negroes suffer, we must boldly seek the destruction of that system, and to that end seek co-operation with such other forces—Socialism, Bolshevism, etc.—that are engaged in war to the death with Capitalism.' Mr. Garvey, in his genius for confusing issues, has confused 'capital'; accumulated wealth; with "Capitalism"; the control of the machinery of production by the few."

"As to destroying governments we are not seeking the destruction of governments as such. We do not advocate, for example, the destruction of the Liberian Government. We do, however, advocate the encouragement of all forces inimical to the imperial governments of the countries which have partitioned and subjugated the African continent. We look upon the weakening or destruction of those governments as one of the surest means whereby the liberation of Africa can be achieved. We emphatically object to the premise that Negroes owe any loyalty to such governments. Mr. Garvey, on the other hand, evidently thinks that Negroes can be loyal to the governments of the European plunderers and yet liberate Africa from the control of those same governments."

Colored Woman Doctor Decorated

Newport, R. I., Sept. 15.—The Reconnaissance Francaise, a bronze medal, has been awarded by the French Government to Dr. Harriet A. Rice, colored, for her services in French military hospitals during the war. The medal reached her today through the French Embassy at Washington. She is a graduate of Wellesley College and of the Woman's Medical College in New York City.

FRENCH PEOPLE REMEMBER OUR BOYS

Vermillion, Sept. 22.—According to the director of the International Exchange here at Vermillion, South Dakota, there are many French people, particularly young ladies, who are seeking correspondence with interesting young men of America. They wish especially to remind the boys that France has not forgotten them for their brave deeds of valor, and the friendship that has been endeared by the memories of their sojourn. Many of the young ladies who have asked for correspondents are American students on various subjects, such as art, literature, music; and on topics pertaining to other subjects mutually interesting. The young ladies, some of them, make it emphatic that they wish to correspond with the brave colored boys as well as with the white boys; for they say that they do not wish even one American to think that he has been forgotten.

GREEKS ADMIT DRIVE FAILURE

London, Sept. 17.—Venizelists here take a gloomy view of the present state of Constantine's military operations, saying that the King has taken desperate chances for a spectacular success and has now definitely failed. They place the Greek losses, most of which they think were avoidable, at 30,000 men.

An early collapse both at the front and in home politics is predicted.

GREEKS NOW WANT "LEAGUE" TO MEDIATE.

Geneva, Sept. 15.—Suggestions tending to bring about mediation between Turkey and Greece have been made in League circles by persons connected with the Greek delegation.

The news from Asia Minor and North Africa is distinctly encouraging. In Asia Minor the Greek offensive against the Turks has proved a sad failure, and the Greeks have given up their "drive" against Angora, the capital of the Turkish Nationalists. In North Africa the Moors are continuing to smash the Spanish positions, and before Spain can concentrate sufficient forces to recoup her loss of prestige the rains will begin and any advance of the